
LAST CHANGES

12/2014 - Version 2.85

 problem fixed that Ahnenblatt hung while saving ahn file
 unicode data is now saved correctly in csv format

12/2014 - Version 2.84

 speeded up serveral functions (e.g. open/save files)
 missing phrases in translations will be filled up with the english phrases
 correction of several minor bugs

10/2014 - Version 2.83

 trees with style 'large relationship tree' show more people than before
 auto-correction of dates during input procedure
 duplicate partnerships can be deleted
 bug fixing of function 'merge persons'
 optimization of 'administration of places'
 four new person's frames
 one new background picture for trees
 correction of several bugs

08/2014 - Version 2.82

 fixing several bugs

07/2014 - Version 2.81

 some minor corrections

07/2014 - Version 2.80

 modernized user interface
 welcome dialog for easier start with Ahnenblatt
 new input fields for name and divorce
 administration of places
 no more loss of data using GEDCOM files from other programs
 more design and formatting options for charts
 new event list (birth, death and wedding days)
 branch directly from statistics to groups of persons
 various bug fixes and optimizations

11/2012 - Version 2.74

 several corrections concerning import of GEDCOM files
 minor improvement in finding duplex persons



11/2012 - Version 2.73

 fixed problem importing GEDCOM-files with 'BEF' in date-fields
 minor corrections in languages French and Czech

11/2012 - Version 2.72

 plausibility check: new option 'check, if date entries are GEDCOM-compatible'
 HTML website: new option 'only first picture'
 some improvements in GEDCOM (e.g. new tag _UIDs)
 corrections concerning absolute and relative file paths of file attachments
 minor corrections in trees

07/2012 - Version 2.71

 improved safety then storing family data
 Unicode characters are now correct in field 'profession' when used in lists
 minor corrections in GEDCOM and pedigree charts
 new language Slovenian

10/2011 - Version 2.70

 linkage problem when adding new partner solved
 problem in date recognition fixed

10/2011 - Version 2.69

 some tree constellations with crossed lines fixed
 corrected: partners of partners and step-siblings were missing in ancestry trees
 plausibility check improved
 csv import improved
 notes and sources can now be longer than 65535 characters
 several minor corrections

10/2011 - Version 2.68

 file linkage asking for admin rights (if needed)
 new default style 'with all siblings' for ancestor trees
 minor fixings for GEDCOM
 minor corrections

09/2011 - Version 2.67

 bug fixed: sometimes marriage dates in trees where too small
 new option 'Confirm saving HTML formats without privacy policy'
 start person option 'last person' is now correctly saved in GEDCOM files

08/2011 - Version 2.66

 fixed problem with date of marriage in trees



 minor corrections

07/2011 - Version 2.65

 minor fixings for GEDCOM
 special bug in family trees fixed
 fixed problem with "common ancestor"
 fixed presentation of implex in ancestor trees (per page)
 some minor bug fixes and optimizations
 new language Albanian

03/2011 - Version 2.64

 problems with family and ancestor trees (per page) solved
 shortcuts in main menu depend on language (Shift/Ctrl - Windows 2000 or newer)
 some minor bug fixes and optimizations

02/2011 - Version 2.63

 serveral bugs fixed
 new languages Norwegian and Portuguese
 improved multilingualism (setup and more)
 runs under all Windows versions from Win95 on again

07/2009 - Version 2.62

 serveral bugs fixed
 new languages Croatian, Danish and Swedish

06/2009 - Version 2.61

 new function "delete group / descendant (complete)"
 problems fixed with big ancestors list
 problems fixed with big ancestors tree (per page)
 minor corrections
 new languages Russian and Italian

03/2009 - Version 2.60

 serveral bugs fixed
 new languages Czech and Romana

02/2009 - Version 2.59

 correction for pathes by installing over old version
 new language Estonian

01/2009 - Version 2.58

 fixed a problem with hourglass tafel



 minor corrections

01/2009 - Version 2.57

 some fixing for Windows Vista
 little fixing for GEDCOM

12/2008 - Version 2.56

 fixed a bug in phonetic search

12/2008 - Version 2.55

 PDF: asking user, when tree is too big
 correction of some little bugs

12/2008 - Version 2.54

 trees and lists can be saved as PDF
 new search option "phonetic search"
 optimized selection of person for trees and lists
 fixed a bug in descendants tree
 print preview of trees additional shows real size (in mm)
 correction of several little bugs

10/2008 - Version 2.53

 bug-fixing in page-based print-outs
 partners of start person in ancestors trees was missing

10/2008 - Version 2.52

 correction of several bugs
 minor optimizations
 new setup program

05/2008 - Version 2.51

 corrections of lines in ancestors tree
 correction of several little bugs

05/2008 - Version 2.50

 first international version
 full unicode support


